Sand Grey ÉPOCA

Fronts:
Silk matt lacquered MDF on 2 sides
Worktop:
White Carrara Ferrostone

Image Code:

0408420G04D2012

Aesthetic characteristics

Architecture

Highlights

Family country home. The landscape and the
owners' personality define the distinct
character of the project.

The peninsula separates the preparation and
work area from the dining area,
differentiating the two ambiences but, at the
same time, maintaining them open and
communicated. The grey fronts offer a
balance between the kitchen and the teawood floor.

Styles, tastes and preferences change with
time. Nevertheless, there are some designs
that, conveniently updated, resist changes in
trends and fashions.

Two very important solutions for making the
most of the tall unit area in a kitchen are the
storage units, in all their varieties, and the
units for the electrical appliances.

With the ÉPOCA model, the harmony and
equilibrium of a classical design is
complemented with interior equipment
designed to meet today's day-to-day needs.
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The roller shutter unit: an excellent solution
Nowadays, a kitchen is not conceived as an
independent work area but as a place which
coexists with other rooms in the home.
Bearing this in mind, the roller shutter unit is
an excellent solution as apart from making
the most of corners that are difficult to reach,
it allows us to store away different elements
that would otherwise be seen.

The interior of the roller-shutter unit, apart
from offering an additional workspace, has
electrical sockets and its own lighting that
makes it possible to use small electrical
appliances without having to move them.
The design of the Santos roller-shutter units
makes these cabinets perfect for storing
small electrical appliances. They are always
installed on top of base units, thus ensuring a
coordinated storage area.

The Santos roller-shutter units are almost
entirely handcrafted, making them unique
within the kitchen furniture market, not only
because of the way they are manufactured
but also because of the top quality materials
used.

